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Our next meeting will be Monday June 2nd, 2014, 7:00PM,
Location Austin Public Library, Howson Branch, 2500 Exposition Blvd.

We look forward to seeing you! Please join us. And speaking of joining us….

President’s Message

Micro-units – The New Darling of Density
by Cathy Kyle

Gunnar Sequist

In March, August Harris
described the CodeNEXT process
that the City is using to re-write
the Land Development Code, a
harbinger of ways to increase density
in our neighborhoods without
considering the neighborhood plans
adopted only recently. Last month,
I described a local developer’s
success in convincing Council
Members Riley and Spelman that
multi-family zoning would be
acceptable transitional zoning from
a deed-restricted one-story single
family neighborhood on Exposition.
Fortunately, the neighbors and
WANG were able to thwart that
zoning application, and SF6 won
the day. The push for density,
however, does not end. The newest
iteration are micro-units, a new way
to impose density without regard
for existing planning and zoning
considerations.
On June 12, the Austin City
Council will consider a resolution
to consider allowing “accessory
dwelling units” that are less than

500 square feet. In the name of
increased urban density, the resolution
will reduce minimum lot size, increase
allowed impervious cover, increase
maximum height, and eliminate
parking and driveway requirements
for micro-units. This proposal will
take place outside of the Code NEXT
process.
Council Members Riley and
Spelman call for these micro-units in
existing and future Transit Oriented
Development districts (for example,
35th St and MoPac) and to eliminate
minimum site area requirements. Also,
even legally non-compliant structures
could add a micro-unit if located on a
lot with sufficient area. The proposed
resolution does not limit micro-units
to multifamily zoning categories.
If enacted, Council Member
Morrison pointed out that this
proposed change to the land use code
would completely undermine the
Vertical Mixed Use (VMU) process in
which our neighborhoods participated
seven years ago. Council Member
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Riley acknowledged this effect on VMU during a work
session, arguing that micro-units would “take a fresh
look at sites for potential development.”
A micro-unit ordinance would eliminate VMU’s
requirements that affordable housing be a condition of
increased entitlements and that nearby neighborhoods
have expedited residential permit parking.
This
completely undermines the affordable component of
VMU.  Riley and Spelman countered that eliminating
the parking requirements would make apartments more
affordable by not requiring residents to pay for a parking
space. Riley added “It will provide an opportunity to
avoid having a car.” Or, it will provide an opportunity
for micro-unit residents to park their cars on the street.
And really, how affordable will even a 500 sq. ft. unit
be in west Austin? The land values alone make true
affordability next to impossible.
Riley and Spelman’s resolution to study microunits is the first step in an attempt at an end run on our
neighborhood plan and the limits of secondary units in
SF3 for lots over 7,000 sq. ft. The proposal comes before
the CodeNEXT process has addressed how to protect
neighborhood character as reflected by neighborhood
plans as the City re-writes the Land Development
Code. The push for micro-units is yet another play
to increase density in central Austin neighborhoods
without any consideration for the additional burden on
our aging infrastructure. You might also consider how
such zoning entitlements will impact our skyrocketing
property taxes. Let the Council know of your concerns
before the June 12 meeting.
To Toll or Not to Toll
Back in the ‘70’s, my family would often
drive on the Dallas-Fort Worth Turnpike, as it was
known colloquially. It seemed exotic to my young
understanding – paying to drive on a road that seemed
better than a run-of-the-mill highway. We all knew that
someday, the turnpike would be paid for and then we
would be able to travel between downtown Dallas and
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downtown Fort Worth for free. That day came in 1977,
when the bonds were finally paid off and the toll booths
were taken down. Now, the turnpike is nothing more than
a 30-mile stretch of I-30 linking the two cities. And it’s
still free.
The notion of creating a turnpike authority and
issuing municipal bonds to pay for a transportation corridor
seems quaint in this day and age, when the primary solution
to every transportation problem is to build another toll
road, outsourced to a private multi-national corporation.
I recently traveled to north Dallas and was stunned by
the crisscrossing toll roads named after ex-Presidents that
seemed to go nowhere. The idea that the tolls will one day
end after the roads are paid for has long been abandoned.
After all, we have to pay to maintain the roads, don’t we?
Private toll companies regularly overestimate usage
when selling the toll road project to local municipalities,
and when the revenues fall short, those same companies
shift the blame, and the risk, to the cities themselves. Last
fall, it was widely reported that usage on SH130 fell far
short, and revenues were 55% less than originally forecast.
Originally, proponents touted this toll way as a way for
through-traffic, especially trucks, to bypass downtown
Austin congestion. Instead, trucking companies stick
to I-35 because they are unable to pass the tolls on to
their customers. According to Bloomberg News, the
Spanish company Ferrovial, the majority owner of SH
130 Concession Company, a partnership between Spainbased Cintra and San Antonio-based Zachry American
Infrastructure, had the credit rating on $1.18 billion of
its bank and U.S. government debt cut to the third-lowest
junk level after missing initial revenue forecasts. Moody’s
Investors Service said there is a “high likelihood” of a
payment default next year. These private companies are
now looking to local governments to pick up the tab.
www.bloomberg.com/news/2013-11-27/private-toll-roadinvestors-shift-revenue-risk-to-states.html.
At the last WANG meeting, Bill Bunch and Roy
Waley discussed a new road project proposed for the
November ballot – an extension connecting SH 45 in
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southwest Travis County to I-35 and Onion Creek,
where SH45 intersects from the east. This proposed
highway project will allow Hays County commuters
easy access into Austin via MoPac rather than by I-35,
adding 30,000 additional cars by 2015, according to
Bunch and Waley. Travis County taxpayers will pick up
the tab should the project be approved by voters this fall.
Rather than alleviating congestion in southwest Austin,
the proposed extension, which may or may not be tolled,
will clog MoPac, which is already over-burdened. Check
out www.keepmopaclocal.com for more information.

West Austin Neighborhood Group

MINUTES

OF

These are the minutes of the meeting of the West
Austin Neighborhood Group Board of Directors (the
“Board”) held Monday, May 5, 2014 at the Howson
Branch Library.

How does this proposal impact our neighborhood?
Increased traffic on MoPac through west Austin will
significantly affect our environment, elevate noise, and
reduce our own mobility through the neighborhood.
The proposed route cuts through the Edwards Aquifer,
affecting our water supply. While the new roadway will
benefit Hays County, keep in mind that Hays County
residents will not be paying for the highway – Travis
County taxpayers will. Another example of this attitude
is the City of Kyle’s recent refusal to contribute any
funding for the proposed Lone Star Rail’s station in Kyle.
Kyle’s City Council unanimously approved a contract
with Lone Star Rail, but failed to establish the special
rail station zone required for the funding agreement, and
it set the funding level at zero. Simply put, the City of
Kyle wants the benefit of public transportation without
paying for it. http://impactnews.com/austin-metro/
san-marcos-buda-kyle/kyle-takes-first-step-towardpassenger-rail. The same is true for the proposed
extension of SH 45. So, when you consider new road
projects, take a look at who benefits and who will be
paying for it when you cast your ballot.
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FOR May 5, 2014 BOARD
DIRECTORS MEETING
By Gunnar Seaquist
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I.

Call to Order The meeting was called to
order by Board President Cathy Kyle with
the following Board members in attendance:
Mike Cannatti, August Harris, Mary Arnold,
Joyce Basciano, Haidar Khazen, Gunnar
Seaquist and Blake Tollett. George Edwards
and Joe Bennett were not present.

II.

Approval of Minutes The minutes from the
April 7, 2014 meeting were unanimously approved.

III.

Neighborhood Communications
A.
Possible Expansion of Residential Permit
Program at Walsh Landing: Blake Tollett discussed petitions by West Austin residents to extend the Residential Parking Permit (RPP) around
Walsh Landing. A RPP petition for the 3700 block
of Enfield Rd. was previously approved by the
Board and has been turned into the City for consideration. Two additional petitions were presented for the Board for a vote: one for the 1500 block
of Rockmoor Ave, between Enfield Rd. and Bonnie Rd., and one for the 3600 block of Bonnie Rd.,
between Rockmoor Ave. and Raleigh Ln. Upon a
motion by Mr. Harris, seconded by Mr. Cannatti,
the Board unanimously approved both petitions.
In addition, the City of Austin Parks Department
is considering extending the residential parking permit zones at Walsh Landing deeper into
the neighborhood, at least as far east as Raleigh
May, 2014
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Ln, and potentially as far east as Robin Hood Trl.
The Parks department is also considering placing a kiosk and parking meters in the parking lot
across from Walsh Landing. The Board discussed
its preference that the proceeds form such parking
meters, should they be installed, be designated for
use in improving Walsh Landing or for use by the
Parks Department, and that such proceeds not be
deposited into the City’s general revenue fund.
www.ProjectConnect.com and you may send any
questions to info@projectconnect.com.

away from his fence line. Dr. Jumper concluded
by stating that he was willing to make necessary
alterations to the fence to approve its aesthetic
appearance. August Harris told Dr. Jumper that
he would contact Texas Gas to see if there was
anything that could be done.
C.
Impact of SH 45 SW on MoPac. Roy
Waley and Bill Bunch of the Save Our Springs
Coalition discussed concerns regarding the impact of planned extension of SH 45 SW. They
are concerned about the $200 million dollar
project to connect SH 45 to RR 1826, will ultimately lead to SH 45 being connected to Interstate 35, diverting through traffic onto MoPac
and through the environmentally sensitive Edwards Aquifer Recharge Zone. They stated that
studies show that connecting SH 45 to Interstate
35 will divert an additional 30,000 cars per day
onto MoPac, which is already at maximum capacity. They feel the current plans for SH 45
primarily benefit residents of Buda and Kyle,
but that the costs of those improvements will
fall on residents of Travis County. Waley and
Bunch propose a comprehensive study of the
traffic bottlenecks along the MoPac corridor.
They propose reducing congestion through improvements to Brodie Ln. and Manchaca Rd.
in South Austin, supplemented by a non-tolled
county road, rather than through the extension
of SH 45. They also mentioned that at the next
city council meeting, council member and mayor pro-tem Sheryl Cole would be sponsoring a
motion to pass a resolution in opposition to the
SH 45 extension project. Waley and Bunch provided a website, www.keepmopaclocal.org for
additional information.

B.
2617 Bridle Path. Neighborhood resident,
Dr. Whit Jumper, requested the Board’s support
in his bid for a variance to permit eight-foot-tall
wood fencing around his backyard and swimming
pool. Dr. Jumper advised the Board that he had
the fence built without realizing that he needed
a permit for fencing at that height. Dr. Jumper
informed the board that he built the eight foot
fence because of safety concerns arising from
an incident in which a middle school student
jumped over his previous, shorter fence in order
to retrieve a ball and almost fell into his pool. He
provided the Board with pictures depicting a long
piece of metal piping that runs horizontally along
his fence line into an approximately two-foot-tall
gas meter that abuts his fence. Dr. Jumper believes the eight-foot fence is necessary to keep
neighborhood middle school students from using the pipe and gas meter as a step to assist in
jumping over his fence.
The Board informed
Dr. Jumper that it would support his request for a
variance as long as his neighbors were also supportive. If his neighbors opposed the requested
variance, then the board does not take a position
on the issue. The variance request goes before the
Board of Adjustment on June 9, 2014. The board
also suggested that Dr. Jumper contact the gas
company and request that it relocate the gas meter
West Austin Neighborhood Group
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IV

Land Matters

E. Lee. At the last bond election, voters approved a study and some design work for improvements to the bridges. The City issued
an RFQ for some work on the Robert E. Lee
bridge.

A. No new land matters were discussed.

V

Committee Reports
VI.

A. Transportation: August Harris asked whether the West Austin Neighborhood Group
should, as an organization, take a position on
the SH 45 extension; or, whether the Board
should simply work to inform the neighborhood of the issues surrounding the extension
project. A discussion was held regarding the
potential impact of the project on the neighborhood. Specific concerns were raised
about the potential impact of the project on
the local water supply due to construction
and possible residential development in the
Edwards Aquifer recharge zone. Additionally, the Board expressed concerns about increased overflow traffic in the neighborhood
as a result of the eventual connection of SH
45 to I-35. Finally, the Board discussed the
current MoPac managed lane project and
that it is currently on time and on budget.
The MoPac managed lane will not have either ingress or egress points in central Austin except at 1st and 5th Streets.

A. Community Character in a Box: As part of
the City’s Land Development Code rewrite process (CodeNEXT) neighborhoods were asked
to identify, on a map, in writing, “what works”,
“what doesn’t work” and “what could be improved” about their neighborhood character. To
aide city staff and the code rewrite consultants,
Opticos, in creating a “Community Character
Manual” photographs of neighborhood characteristics were also required. The city staff sent
mixed signals as to how the photos were to be
labeled, finally deciding, after photos were submitted, that labels should not be embedded in
the photos. Also staff indicated interest only in
photos of the residential and commercial structures in the neighborhood. The first Manual will
be released to the public May 19th, 6 to 8 pm at
Penn Field (3601 S. Congress Ave. Bldg. C) and
needs to be reviewed carefully to be certain that
information submitted by the neighborhood was
actually incorporated. There have instances that
submissions shown on the city website have not
matched data submitted. Also to be discussed at
the May 19th event will be the Code Diagnosis
document that allegedly reveals the major issues
with the current Land Development Code and is
based, in part, on hastily done “research” by city
staff on the Central West Austin Neighborhood
Plan. The Community Character in a Box exercise has nothing to do with the consultant driven
Code Diagnosis.
B. CodeNEXT: Although a 3 year process,

B. Newsletter: Articles and materials should
be submitted by May 15, 2014.
C. Austin Neighborhood Council Liaison:
Joyce Basciano discussed the meeting of the
City Council Transportation Subcommittee
for the Comprehensive Plan. The City is
seeking to replace or repair certain bridges,
including the bridge at Redbud Trail and
the bridge between Zilker Park and Robert
West Austin Neighborhood Group

Old Business
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the City has crammed all the “research” for
CodeNEXT into a 9 month period culminating
in October 2014 when the current city council is
scheduled to decide the direction the new code
will take. The Community Character Manual (our
neighborhood’s input) will not inform council’s
decision. Input from the “Listening to the Community Report”, based on January 2014 general
public meetings and the Code Diagnosis document that does not incorporate the Neighborhood
Plans will be informing council’s decision. At the
May 1st city council Citizens Communications,
four Austin Neighborhoods Council (ANC) Executive Committee members spoke and presented
a short video of the June 2012 council hearing
when testimony by Planning Dept staff made it
clear that Imagine Austin, the city’s comprehensive plan, will not trump the Neighborhood
Plans. The ANC also asked council to make the
CodeNEXT process iterative in order to allow
neighborhoods to review staff and consultants’
distillation of the data being used in the code rewrite process, particularly the data submitted by
individual neighborhoods and neighborhood plan
contact teams. The CodeNEXT process as it currently exists is seriously flawed. Regardless, we
need to be focused on the content of this process
which is not reflective of our neighborhood’s values.
C.
3215 Exposition: Dealy Herndon and
Vivian Wilson participated in a mediation with
property owner Steve Beuerlein that was moderated by Sheryl Cole. The resulting agreement was
that 3215 would be zoned SF-6 with a maximum
of 27 units and a thirty-five (35) foot setback.
This is a critical first step in the development of
the State School property, and it is important for
the neighborhood to express its appreciation of
the SF-6 zoning.
West Austin Neighborhood Group

D.
2208 Lake Austin Blvd: The owner has
applied for a neighborhood plan amendment as a
first step in upzoning their tract to neighborhood
mixed use. Blake Tollett is circulating a petition
in opposition to the zoning request that many
neighbors already have signed. No other
properties have mixed-use zoning on the north
side of Lake Austin Blvd.
VII.

New Business
A.
Tax Appraisals: Several Neighbors were
shocked by the marked increase in tax appraisal
values in the Neighborhood. August Harris is
going to reach out to find someone from the
Travis County Tax Appraisal District to come to
the next Board meeting to explain the appraisal
process.

C. Westenfield Pool: The newly renovated pool at
Westenfield Park will open on June 6, 2014. The
City will hold a grand opening party on Friday,
June 13, 2014 at 11:00 a.m. There was a discussion as to whether WANG wanted to participate
in the grand opening party. Some possibilities
for participation that were discussed included
contributing funds, hiring a hamburger truck,
or selling t-shirts. A question was raised about
whether the City would repair the tennis courts
at Westenfield Park. If members of the crew
conducting the pool renovations damaged the
courts, then the City would have to pay to remediate the damage. However, the City conducted
a survey prior to the renovation of the pool and
the damage to the tennis courts was pre-existing. The estimate to repair the tennis courts is
$60,000 per court.
VIII
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Hover Flies

whitish-grey oblong eggs singly near aphids. Larvae
are legless and carrot shaped. The larvae may vary in
color but most have a stripe running the length of the
back. Pupae are pear shaped and typically found on the
plant or soil surface. There can be up to 7 generations
per year.

Hover flies, also known as syrphid flies or
flower flies, are bee and wasp mimics. You can tell
that they are flies because they only have two wings
(bees and wasps have four wings). They can range in
size from ¼ to ¾ an inch long. Most are black with
yellow markings and wings are held out to the side
when at rest.
Hover flies are great fliers and are capable of
hovering or even flying backward. Adults and larvae
are considered beneficial; adults because they help to
pollinate plants and larvae for feeding on aphids and
other insects. Hoverflies cannot sting.
Adult flies feed on pollen and nectar and may
also be attracted to honeydew which is caused by
sucking insects such as aphids, mealybugs and scale
insects. Adults are typically found around flowers.
Larvae feed on aphids and other small, soft-bodied
insects. Larvae move along the plant surface looking
for prey. When they find something, they grasp it, suck
it dry and discard the skin. Pupae are non-feeding.
For more information or help with identification, contact
Wizzie Brown, Texas A&M AgriLife Extension Service
Program Specialist at 512.854.9600. Also check out
www.urban-ipm.blogspot.com

The information given herein is for educational purposes only. Reference
to commercial products or trade names is made with the understanding
that no discrimination is intended and no endorsement by Texas A&M
AgriLife Extension Service or the Texas A&M AgriLife Research is implied.

Hover flies have complete metamorphosis with
4 life stages- egg, larva, pupa and adult. Females lay
West Austin Neighborhood Group

Extension programs serve people of all ages regardless of race, color,
religion, sex, national origin, age, disability, genetic information or veteran
status.
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